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0. INTRODUCTION 
Following the success of R. Brauer’s theory of p-blocks of finite groups, 
it seems natural to consider generalizing the concepts by replacing the 
single prime p by a set of primes rc. In fact, such a project was considered 
by Brauer himself [lo] as well as others such as Reynolds [ 121 and Feit. 
While some interesting results were found, some of the deeper concepts of 
p-block theory (such as defect groups) defied generalization. The purpose 
of the present series of papers is to show that if one restricts attention to 
the class of rc-separable groups, then a very rich theory of rc-blocks 
(including defect groups and block induction) can be developed. 
The first step in such a development should be some justification of 
whatever definition is proposed for a n-block. At the very least, one would 
expect that rr-blocks should be equal to p-blocks when rr = {p}, however, 
several definitions have been proposed which each satisfy this criterion. 
Iizuka [S] introduced a definition of rr-blocks based on unions of 
p-blocks and was able to prove a version of Brauer’s Second Main 
Theorem for these blocks. Another approach, which uses a “characteristic 
0” computation of blocks from the ordinary character table, was studied by 
Robinson [13]. Among other things, Robinson shows that the n-blocks 
obtained from his approach agree with Iizuka’s blocks. 
A new approach was made possible through work by Isaacs on 
canonical lifts of Brauer characters in p-solvable groups. Isaacs [S] defines 
B, characters in n-separable groups such that the BP, characters of G form 
a set of canonical lifts for the p-modular characters of a p-separable group. 
Consequently, one can view the B,. characters of a n-separable group as 
lifts of “rc-modular” characters despite the fact that there is no 
corresponding representation theory. Using Isaacs’ work it, is possible to 
define x-blocks for rc-separable groups in precisely the same way that 
Brauer defined p-blocks. 
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The main goal of this paper is to show that each of these three 
approaches to x-blocks yields the same partition of Irr(G) when G is a 
finite, n-separable group. This will provide a new proof that Iizuka and 
Robinson’s approaches agree in a-separable groups as well as relating these 
to Isaacs’ B,-theory. We will also develop an inductive characterization of 
these n-blocks which is analogous to Fong’s work [ 1 ] in p-solvable groups. 
This characterization proves to be a very powerful tool which is used in 
later proofs and definitions. 
Once this basic groundwork is established, future papers in this series 
will present some theorems about n-blocks, including analogs of Brauer’s 
three main theorems for p-blocks. While the statements of these theorems 
are not surprising, one finds that most of Brauer’s arguments depend on 
the characteristic p representations and so must be replaced by more 
“group theoretic” proofs. For instance, with suitable definitions of defect 
group and block induction we get 
THEOREM. Let G be a z-separable group, and D a n-subgroup of G. 
Suppose that the Hall x-subgroups of G are nilpotent. Then the map b + bG 
gives a bijection from 
{b E Blk,(NG(D))I b has defect group D} 
to 
{BE Blk,(G)I B has defect group D}. 
In fact, the nilpotent hypothesis is justified by 
THEOREM. Suppose that for every x-subgroup D c G, block induction 
defines a bijection from the blocks of No(D) with defect group D to the 
blocks of G with defect group D. Then the Hall x-subgroups of G are 
nilpotent. 
We will also present some new results relating n-blocks to questions 
about p-blocks such as 
THEOREM. Let G be a solvable group and p and q be rational primes. Sup- 
pose b, is a p-block of G and b, is a q-block of G. Then b, n 6, # @ if and 
only if b, and b, are contained (setwise) in the same {p, q)-block of G. 
The results in this paper represent a portion of the author’s Ph. D. thesis 
and as such the work was supported in part by a fellowship from the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison. 
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1. BACKGROUND 
Let G be x-separable. Isaacs’ theory of B, characters plays an important 
part in this paper, consequently we begin by summarizing some of the facts 
needed. 
The B, characters are closely related to the n-special characters defined 
by Gajendragadkar in [2] (in particular, any rc-special character is a B, 
character). We will need the following properties of n-special characters. 
(1.1) THEOREM. Let N CI G and suppose that 8 E Irr(N) is n-special. 
(a) Zf G/N is a z-group, then every irreducible constituent of OG is 
n-special. 
(b) Zf GIN is a 7-c’-group and 8 is G-invariant, then 0’ has a unique 
n-special constituent and this character extends 8 to G. 
Proof These facts are in [2], 1 
Similarly, for the B, characters we have 
(1.2) THEOREM. Let N 4 G. 
(a) Zf x E B,(G), then every irreducible constituent of xN is in B,(N). 
(b) Suppose that G/N is a rc-group and 8 E B,(N). Then every 
irreducible constituent of 8’ is in B,(G). 
(c) Suppose that G/N is a n’-group and 0 E B,(N). Then OG has a 
unique irreducible constituent which lies in B,(G). 
Proof: These facts are contained in Theorem 6.2 and 7.1 of [S]. m 
Our use of the B, characters depends on the fact that if one writes x0 to 
denote x restricted to the n-classes of G then the set {0’[8 E B,(G)} is a 
basis for the class functions on x-classes of G. Further, if x E Irr(G), there 
are uniquely determined nonnegative integers dXB called decomposition 
numbers such that 
x0 = c dXB e”, 
e 
where the sum runs over 0 E B,(G). In fact, if rc = p’, then B,(G) is a set of 
canonical lifts of the Brauer characters and the decomposition numbers are 
the usual ones. 
In working with x-blocks an earlier notion introduced by Osima in [ 1 l] 
proves useful. 
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(1.3) DEFINITION. Let H be a subgroup of an arbitrary finite group G. 
Given x, $ E Irr(G), we say x and q5 are H-linked if there is some 0 E Irr(H) 
with [xH, 01 #O and [tiH, 0-j #O. We call the connected components of 
this linking in Irr(G) Osima blocks relative to H. 
Osima found a nice characterization of these blocks for which we present 
a short new proof. 
(1.4) THEOREM (Osima). Let A be an Osima block of G relative to some 
subgroup H and let N = core,(H). Then A is precisely the set of irreducible 
characters of G lying over some particular G-orbit of Irr(N). 
Proof: If S g Irr( G) and K is a subgroup of G, we will write S, to mean 
the set of all irreducible constituents of the characters of S restricted to K. 
Similarly, for SC Irr(K), the symbol SC denotes the subset of Irr(G) lying 
over at least one character of S. 
First, note that if x and $ are H-linked then [xH, tiH] # 0 and so 
[xN, eN] # 0. This means that x and $ lie over the same G-orbit of N. 
Therefore A, is a single G-orbit in Irr(N). Now the fact that A is an Osima 
block implies that 
(AH)G~ A. 
Furthermore, our conclusion will follow if we can show that 
(AN)“& A. 
Since for g E G we have 
(AHc)G = (A&)G = [(AH)G]g~ A” = A, 
and 
N= (-) Hg, 
gtG 
the result will follow from 
(1.5) LEMMA. Let A E Irr(G) and H and K be subgroups of G. Suppose 
(AH)’ z A and (A,JG s A 
Then 
(A HnK)GGA. 
Proof By Mackey’s theorem, if 0 is a character of H, then 
(0 NnfxG (eG)K. 
481:102/l-5 
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Therefore, if x E A then 
(X Hn KY = C((XH)HnK)KIG E C(hfF)KIG. 
But the irreducible constituents of (xH)’ lie in A by assumption. Hence the 
irreducible constituents of (x HnK)G lie in (AK)G~A as claimed. 1 
We will also need the following two lemmas: 
(1.6) LEMMA. Suppose that a group A acts on the group U via 
automorphisms and V CI U admits A. Further suppose (I Al, 1 U: VI ) = 1 and 
let @E Irrf V) be A-invariant. Then some irreducible constituent of 3” is 
A-invariant. 
Proof: This follows from 13.31 and the preceding paragraph of [7]. 1 
(1.7) LEMMA. LetNaGandHcGwithNH=GandM=NnH.Sup- 
pose that 0 E b-r(N) is G-invariant and 8 ,,, = q E Irr(M). Then the restriction 
provides a one-to-one correspondence between Irr( G 1 t3) and Irr( H 1 q), that is, 
1 E Irr(G 113) corresponds to xH. 
Proof: This is Lemma 10.5 of [6]. 1 
Throughout this paper rr will denote a fixed set of rational primes, rc’ will 
denote the complementary set of primes, and G will be a finite n-separable 
group unless otherwise stated. 
If a and /I are characters of G we will write 
to indicate that /I - a is a character or zero. Also, if N a G and 9 E Irr(N), 
then 
Irr(G 10) = {x E Irr(G) I CXN, 01 #O>. 
We will write 
c--- 
YK’ 
to indicate that y runs over all rc’-elements of the group. 
All other notation is intended to be standard. 
2. K-BLOCKS 
Isaacs’ B, characters provide a natural extension of the Brauer graph 
which gives rise to a n-block decomposition. In other words, if 1 and $ are 
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irreducible characters of G, we say they are linked if there is 4 E B,(G) such 
that d,, # 0 and d,, # 0. The equivalence classes defined by the transitive 
extension of this linking are called x-blocks or Zsaacs x-blocks and we write 
Blk,(G) to denote the set of n-blocks of G. If we take z = {p} for some 
prime p, then the BPS characters are the canonical lifts of the irreducible 
p-Brauer characters hence the n-blocks are simply the usual p-blocks. Thus 
these n-blocks provide an extension of Brauer’s notion of p-blocks. Before 
we proceed to investigate these blocks we wish to compare them with other 
definitions of x-blocks. 
First, we will consider a method we call d-linking which has been 
independently studied by Robinson for arbitrary finite groups [ 131. Using 
Robinson’s notation, define a class function 8, by 
if y is a 7c’-element 
otherwise. 
For x, II/ E Irr(G) we say 1 and $ are 8,-linked if [x0,, $1 #O. The 
equivalence classes relative to this linking are called tl,-blocks. The 
justification for this approach lies in the fact that if B is a p-block and x has 
height 0 in B, then x is fI,-linked to every character in B, however, charac- 
ters in different p-blocks are never 8,-linked to each other [3]. Thus 
0,-blocks are the ordinary Brauer p-blocks. We wish to show that in 
rc-separable groups the B,-blocks agree with Isaac? rr-blocks. 
Since the z-block linking depends on the B,., characters we wish to focus 
our attention on the rc’-elements of G and B,.(G). Consequently, if 
x E Irr(G) we will now write x0 to denote restrictions to z’-elements and as 
we discussed in Section 1, we have 
x0 = c 4, do, 4 
where 4 runs over B,,(G) and the d,, are uniquely determined nonnegative 
integers. Write D for the matrix (dxm) and let C = D’D. The following 
lemma is well known when 71 = {p} and can be proved using the same for- 
mal calculations as in the p-case. 
(2.1) LEMMA. For I$, OE B,.(G), let 
Then the square matrix r= (Y,~) is the inverse of C. 
Note that the matrix r in this lemma captures the OX-linking among the 
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B,. characters in the sense that if l3,d E B,.(G) then 0 and q5 are directly 
en-linked if and only if ye, # 0. We make use of this connection in the proof 
of the next result. 
(2.2) THEOREM. Let G be x-separable. The 8,-blocks give the same 
decomposition of Irr(G) as Isaacs x-blocks. 
Proof Basically the proof proceeds by showing that the rt-blocks are 
related to block diagonal decompositions of the matrix C, whereas the 
8,-blocks relate to decompositions of ZY Since f = C- ’ we will then be able 
to relate the n-blocks and 8,-blocks. 
Choose 4, c E B,.(G) and note that the entry cb5 of C is nonzero if and 
only if there is some x E Irr(G) with d,, # 0 and d,, # 0. In particular, if 0 
and < are not in the same rc-block then cIc = 0. Thus if we order the charac- 
ters in B,.(G) so that the Isaacs blocks are grouped together, then C will be 
block diagonal. This forces r to be block diagonal and if q5, [ are 8,-linked 
then y,( # 0 and so lies in one of the diagonal blocks. Thus q5 and i are in 
the same rc-block. 
Now suppose that x, tj E Irr(G) are en-linked. This means 
Thus for some q5 with d,, # 0 and some i with de, # 0, we have 
That is, q3 and [ are en-linked. By the above paragraph, q4 and c are in the 
same rc-block and so x and II/ are as well. Hence each Isaacs’ rc-block is a 
union of 8,-blocks. We need to show that each rr-block is a single @,-block. 
Let B be an Isaacs’ n-block and let CB and Ta be the submatrices of C 
and r corresponding to the B,, characters in B. First, we claim that if 4, [ 
are B,, characters in B then they are connected by a chain of en-linked 
characters consisting entirely of B,. characters. If this were not the case 
then we could reorder the B,. characters in B so that r, would decompose 
into a block diagonal form with at least two blocks. But this would imply 
that CB could be decomposed as well, contradicting our choice of B as a 
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single rc-block. Thus the B,, characters in B are OX-linked among them- 
selves. 
Finally, take x E B. Then for < E B,.(G), 
Now the vector (d,,) indexed by C#J is nonzero and r is invertible hence 
(dx4) T# 0. Thus the above implies that x is OR-linked to some [ E B,,(G). 
This [ must lie in B and so x is in the OX-block containing the B,, charac- 
ters of B. 1 
One immediately wonders if it is possible to generalize the p-block fact 
that height 0 characters are BP-linked to every character in their p-block. 
For instance, we could ask if irreducible characters of rr’ degree are 
l3,-linked to every character in their n-block. Isaacs found a group in which 
the principal character is not even linked to everything in the principal 
n-block. His example was in a group of even order, but to show this is 
inessential we present an odd order example. 
(2.3) EXAMPLE. There is a solvable group of odd order in which a 
character of the principal block is not en-linked to the principal character. 
Proof Let H be an elementary abelian group of order 9 and label the 4 
cyclic subgroups (a), (h), (c), and (A). Let P, Q, R, S be cyclic groups 
of order p, q, r, s where these are primes congruent to 1 mod 3. Each of 
P, Q, R, S then admits a faithful action of Z, and so we let H act on 
P with kernel (a), 
Q with kernel (h), 
R with kernel (c), 
and 
s with kernel (d). 
Now let G=(PxQxRxS)XH and x={p,q,r,s). Then the 
&-elements are the 3-elements and each of these is conjugate to precisely 
one of a, a2, h, b2, c, c2, d, d2. The class sizes are: 
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Id(a)1 = (cZ(a*)l = q. r. s, 
Id(b)1 = Id( =p.r.s, 
/cl(c)1 = (cz(c*)l =p.q.s, 
Icl(d)l=lcl(d*)[=p.q.r. 
If ;1# 1, is a linear character of G with P, Q, R, S, and (d) in its kernel 
then 
IGI . Cl,o,, Al= IGI, CRY) 
yn ’
= IGI, Cl +w(44+4d2)) 
+ qrs(A(a) + 4~‘)) 
+prs(A(b) + A(b*)) 
+p444c) + 4c’))l 
= ICI, (1 +2pqr-qrs-prs-pqs). 
Now if we take p = 229, q = 151, r = 7, and s = 13, then this last value is 
zero. Thus 2 is not @,-linked to 1,. However, 1, is en-linked to every 
irreducible other than 2 and A2 and some of these are linked to d hence 
there is a single n-block. (This also follows from O,.(G) = 1 by 
Theorem 2.8.) 1 
Another approach to n-blocks is based on Fong’s study of p-blocks in 
p-separable groups [ 11. Fong shows that if 4 is a G-invariant character of 
O,(G), then the irreducible characters of G which lie over q5 form a single 
p-block. Furthermore, if 4 is not invariant and T is its inertia group in G, 
then there is a correspondence between the p-blocks of G lying over 4 and 
those of T over 4. These results provide an inductive tool for working with 
p-blocks in p-separable groups. We now wish to show that parallel results 
hold for x-blocks in n-separable groups. 
First, we need some technical lemmas. 
(2.4) LEMMA. Suppose Na G, BE Blk,(G), bE Blk,(N), and we have 
XEB, BEb with [~,,,,0]#0. ZfbEb, then there is $EB with [$,,,,d]#O. 
Proof: It is sufficient to consider the case where 8 and q5 are directly 
linked. That is, we may assume there exists p E B,.(N) with d,, # 0 and 
d,, # 0. We can write 
x0 = 1 d,, lo, 
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where [ E B,,(G) hence 
Also 
and so 
x”, = a(j” + . . 
=a(d,,p’+ ...)+ ... . 
But Theorem IS(a) tells us that the constituents of cN are B,, characters 
and the restrictions to rr’-elements of distinct B,, characters are linearly 
independent as discussed in Section 1. Since all of the coefficients involved 
in the equations above are nonnegative integers we have [p, iN] # 0 for 
some [E B,,(G) with d,[ #O. Therefore [[, ,u’] #O. Now 
thus 
(qP)O = dd,,(pLG)O + . 
= /go + . . . 
and so, for some constituent q of d”, we have d,( # 0. This links $ to x and 
implies that $ E B. 1 
(2.5) DEFINITION. Let Na G, BE Blk,(G), and hi Blk,(N). We say B 
couers h if there is XE B, OE b with [xN, 01 #O. 
(2.6) LEMMA. Let M 4 G with GjM a z-group. Suppose that 
b E Blk,( M). Then there is exactly one z-block of G which covers b. 
Proof. Suppose x and I,!I lie in n-blocks of G which cover b. By 
Lemma 2.4, we may assume that we have fI E b such that [x,,,,, 0]# 0 and 
[$,,,,, 01 # 0. We wish to show that x and $ lie in the same n-block. 
Choose IX E B,,(M) with dsl # 0. Now if we write 
x0 = 1 d,, do 
4 
then 
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+& = &O + . . . 
=e(de,aO+ ...). 
Since by Theorem 1.2(a), 4 E B,.(G) implies that the constituents of dM 
are in B,(M), and since the restrictions of the B,. characters to rr’-elements 
are linearly independent, we see that a is a constituent of d,,, for some 
4 E B,(G) with d,, # 0. However, 1.2(c) tells us that a’ has a unique con- 
stituent which is a B,, character, say /I and so d,, # 0. Similarly d,, #O. 
Therefore x and II/ are in the same n-block and it follows that there is at 
most one block covering h. 1 
We also need some preliminary information about the characters lying 
over an invariant character of O,(G). 
(2.7) LEMMA. Let N < M 4 G with N 4 G and SE Hall,(G). Suppose 
4 E Irr(N) is n’-special and S-invariant. Then there is a 7c’-special constituent 
of I$” which is S-invariant. 
Proof: Choose L a G with NE L < M and M/L a G-chief factor. Then 
IM/LI is 7c or rr’. By induction on IM(, we have 0~ Irr(L( 4) which is 
rr’-special and S-invariant. If M/L is a rc-group then by Theorem 1.1(b) 
there is exactly one constituent of eM which is n’-special and so this charac- 
ter must be S-invariant. If M/L is a r-r’-group then by Theorem 1.1(a), 
every constituent of 0 M is n’-special and we need only show that one of 
them is S-invariant. This fact follows from Lemma 1.6. 
Suppose N a G is a n’-subgroup. Then if x E Irr(G) and < E B,,(G) with 
dxT #O we see that the constituents of iN are each constituents of xN. Thus 
if x and II/ are linked by [E B,,(G) then each of them lie over the single 
G-orbit of Irr(N) which lies under [. It follows that if B is a n-block of G 
then the characters of B all lie over a single G-orbit of Irr(N). In particular, 
if d E Irr(O,(G)) is G-invariant then Irr(GI ~5) is a union of x-blocks. We 
claim it is a single block. 
(2.8) THEOREM. Let N = O,.(G) and suppose that 4 E Irr(N) is invariant 
under a Hail n-subgroup. Then G has a single z-block over q5. 
ProoJ First, suppose that G/N has a proper normal subgroup M/N 
with rc index in G. If SE Hall,(G) leaves 4 invariant then S A ME Hall,(M) 
and leaves 4 invariant. Thus by induction on lG(, we see that M has a 
single n-block over 4. But then any block of G which lies over 4 must cover 
this single block of M. Since G/M is a rc-group, Lemma 2.6 implies that G 
has a single n-block over 4. 
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Now if IGI is X’ then G = N and { $} is a z-block. Thus we may assume 
that (GI is not rr’ and G/N has no proper normal subgroup of rr index. 
Consider the chain of subgroups, 
O,,(G), O,,,(G), hm4GL 
and let P be the largest subgroup in the chain with P < G and let M be the 
subgroup in the chain just before P. In this way we see that G has normal 
subgroups P and M such that G/P is a a’-group, P/M is a n-group, and 
O,,( G/M) = 1. 
Let H/M E Hall,(G/M). Then M = P n H = core,(H) and HP = G. If 
SE Hall,(G) leaves 4 invariant then Lemma 2.7 implies that we have 
r) E Irr(M 14) with ye rc’-special and S-invariant. Since SM = P, we see q is 
also P-invariant and further P/M is a z-group, therefore 1.1 (b) tells us that 
q has a canonical extension 0 to P and 0~ B,.(P). Let T= Z&0)= Z,(q). 
Note that O,(G/M) = P/M which lies in T/M and so Lemma 1.2.3 of [4] 
implies that O,,(T/M) = 1. In other words, M =core.(Hn T). Also 
Theorem 1.2(b) says that the characters in Irr( TI 0) are all B,. since T/P is 
a rc’-group. We claim that Irr( T ( 0) provides sufficient linking in the Brauer 
graph to show that Irr( TI q) lies in a single It-block of T. 
To see this, let K = Tn H and observe that Lemma 1.7 provides a 
correspondence from Irr( TI 0) to lrr(KI I?) by restriction. Suppose that 
x E Irr( TI y) and write 
where [ runs over Irr(KI q) since v is the only irreducible constituent of x~. 
For any [ E Irr(K[ q), let f~ Irr( Tj 0) be the unique character of T over 6’ 
such that 
Then the above equation becomes 
and since T n-separable implies any z-regular element of T is conjugate to 
an element of K, it follows that 
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This tells us that the Brauer linkings between elements of Irr( 7’1 r]) corres- 
pond precisely to the Osima linkings in K between these characters. In par- 
ticular Theorem 1.4 tells us that Irr(TI r]) form a single Osima block 
relative to K and the constituents of these characters restricted to K all lie 
over q. Thus we can lift this as above to a Brauer linking of Irr(TI q) 
involving only Irr( TI 0) as the B,. links. Further, if 1 E Irr( 7’1 q) and 
where p runs over the set B,.(T), then the above discussion shows that 
each p with d,, # 0 must lie over 6. Therefore we have 
(xc)” = 1 d,,(~G)o, 
P 
where #~Irr(GltI) and so by Theorem 1.2(b) is B,,. Thus the Brauer 
linking among Irr(TI q) can be induced up to G and we find that all the 
characters in Irr(G 1 q) lie in a single rc-block. 
Finally, if B is any rc-block of G which lies over 4, then B must cover the 
unique rc-block of M over 4 and so, by Lemma 2.4, some character of B is 
in Irr(G 1 q). Therefore B must be the x-block of G containing Irr(G 1 q) and 
so this is the only block of G over 4. 1 
(2.9) COROLLARY. If G is n-separable and O,,(G) = 1 then G has a single 
n-block. 
Note that in the setting of this corollary, Theorem 2.2 implies that there 
is a chain of OX-linked characters between any two irreducible characters of 
G. We know of no direct proof of this fact. 
Next, we consider the case of rr-blocks of G which do not lie over 
invariant characters of O,(G). More generally, in the next theorem we may 
take N to be any normal rr’-subgroup of G. This greater generality not only 
helps the induction but provides an important block correspondence which 
will be used in many settings throughout the paper. 
(2.10) THEOREM. Let N be a normal x’-subgroup of G with b~Irr(N) 
and T= I,(d). There is a l-l correspondence between the blocks of T over ~+4 
and the blocks of G over q4 given by inducing the characters. That is, 
b E Blk,( T) corresponds to 
Proof: Let b E Blk,( T) over CP and A = { $” I $ E b}. We would like to 
show that A is a n-block of G. If $ and 8 in b are directly linked, say 
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d,, # 0 and d,, # 0 for some CI E B,(T), then any B,, constituent of uG links 
$” and eG. Since b is a single n-block we can lift up chains in this manner 
which connect any two characters of A. Thus the characters of A all lie in 
some single n-block B of G. 
Now suppose that A # B and choose x E A and x’ E B\A with d,, # 0 and 
d,., # 0 for some BE B,.(G). Then /3 E B and so lie: over 4. Thus we have 
C(E Irr(T(4) with ac;= /I and BE B,(G) implies that rx” is rc’-irreducible. 
Any irreducible character of T with CX’ as a x’-constituent must lie over 4 
and 
therefore ~1’ is a x’-constituent of the unique irreducible constituent $ of x7 
which lies over ~,6. Similarly, CI’ is a rc’-constituent of the unique 
$‘~Irr(Tl~+4) with ($‘)“=x’. Since II/G=~~ A, we must have $E 6. 
However, CY links II/ to +’ and so $’ E b. Hence x’= ($‘)G~ A contradicting 
our choice. Therefore A = B E Blk,(G). 
This gives us a l-1 map from the rc-blocks of T over 4 to the n-blocks of 
G over 4. However, if x is in any n-block of G over 4, then there is 
HE Irr( TI 4) with 8” = x hence the r-block containing 0 is mapped to the 
x-block containing x completing the bijection. 1 
If we are in the setting of Theorem 2.10 and b E Blk,(T) over 4 
corresponds to BeBlk,(G) we will write 
or 
B ‘m b. 
These last two theorems allow us to provide the following inductive 
description of the n-block B containing some x E Irr(G). Let N= O,.(G) and 
choose d~Irr(N) with 4~ x,,,. If 4 is invariant in G, then B= Irr(GI 4). 
Otherwise let T=Z,(q5) and $ ~Irr(Tl#) with $G= x. Since ITI < [Cl, we 
know the rc-block B’ of $ by induction and B’ +* B. We summarize this in 
(2.11) THEOREM. Let G be x-separable. The inductive procedure 
described above gives the same decomposition of Irr(G) as Zsaacs’ 
z-blocks. I 
The other approach we wish to consider is that proposed by Iizuka [S]. 
(2.12) DEFINITION. We say BE Irr(G) is an Zizuka x-block if B is a 
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union of p-blocks for every p E rt and no proper subset of B satisfies this 
condition. 
This definition makes sense in an arbitrary finite group and Robinson 
has in fact shown that these blocks always agree with the 8,-blocks. We 
will show directly that these blocks agree with Isaacs’ blocks in x-separable 
groups. 
If 0 E B,,(G), we write 
where x runs over Irr(G). These characters correspond to the projective 
indecomposables of p-block theory. 
(2.13) LEMMA. Let 8, i E B,,(G). Then 
j& c @B(Y) i(Y) = b,, 
yn 
where y runs over K’-elements of G and 6,; denotes the Kronecker delta 
function. In particular, the characters { oe ( 0 E B,.(G)} are linearly indepen- 
dent on the n’-elements. 
Prooj The usual proof in the case rt = {p} which involves the matrices 
C and r of Lemma 2.1 will also prove the z-case. 1 
Note that the independence of the set { Qs 18 E B,.(G)} actually implies 
that the restrictions @i are a basis for the class functions on rc’-classes of G. 
The following lemma is just the Harada conjecture for z-blocks. The 
proof is essentially that given for p-blocks of p-separable groups in [9]. 
(2.14) LEMMA. Let U he a subset of Irr(G) and define fu on G by 
f&T)= c x(1)x(g). 
XEU 
Zf fu( y) = 0 for eoery x-singular element y (this means that the order of y is 
divisible by some prime in rc), then U is a union of Isaacs x-blocks. 
ProoJ: By Corollary 10.1 (b) of [S], Qs is induced from a Hall 
&-subgroup of G and so vanishes on n-singular elements. Thus 
{@WW4W is in fact a basis for class functions of G which vanish on 
rc-singular elements. In particular, we can write 
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where 8 E B,.(G) and the a@ are complex coefftcients. Let 
V= (BEB,,(G)IQ~#O}. 
Since fU vanishes on x-singular elements we have 
with the last equality by Lemma 2.13. However, if 8~ V then [fU, U] = 
a,, # 0 which can occur only if 0 E U and a, = l3( 1). Hence we find 
if eEv 
if O$V. 
Now for x E Irr(G), 
If x E U then [fU, x] = x( 1) and so we have equality throughout which for- 
ces every B,, constituent of 1 to lie in V. On the other hand, if x $ U then 
and so we must have no B,, constituent of x in V. In particular if 1( and $ 
have a B,. constituent in common and x lies in U, then this constituent 
must lie in V and so $ must also lie in U. This implies that U is a union of 
n-blocks. 1 
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(2.15) THEOREM. Let G be n-separable. The Iizuka K-blocks give the 
same decomposition of Irr(G) as Isaacs x-blocks. 
Proof: Let A c Irr(G) be an Iizuka n-block. Then A is a union of 
p-blocks for each p E rr and weak p-block orthogonality [7] tells us 
c x(l)xbJ)=O XEA 
for every p-singular element y. In particular, if we let 
fA= c dl)x 
%EA 
then fA will vanish on every n-singular element of G. By Lemma 2.14, A is 
a union of Isaacs n-blocks. 
On the other hand, if A is an Isaacs n-block we will show that A is a 
union of p-blocks for every p E TC and so A is a union of Iizuka n-blocks. 
Fix p E rc and let N= O,(G). First, suppose that A lies over a G-invariant 
character 4 E Irr(N). Since N is also a p’ normal subgroup of G, any 
p-block of G will lie over a single G-orbit of Irr(N). Therefore 
A = Irr( G 14) = union of p-blocks. 
If A lies over 4 E Irr(N) with T= Z,(d) < G then by Theorem 2.10, the set 
A’= (BEIrr(TI~)IB”EA} 
is an Isaacs n-block. By induction on [Cl, we may assume that A’ is a 
union of p-blocks. But Lemma 2A of [l] tells us that each of these 
p-blocks induces (character by character) to a p-block of G and so A is in 
fact a union of p-blocks (note that if G is p-separable then this is just 
Lemma 2.9 again). 
Thus these two types of n-blocks give us two equivalence relations each 
of which refines the other and so they must be the same relation. u 
These results indicate that Isaacs n-blocks are a good generalization of 
p-blocks for n-separable groups in the sense that they arise from several 
descriptions of p-blocks in p-separable groups. Furthermore, the inductive 
characterization described in Theorems 2.8 and 2.10 provides a good tool 
for the study of these objects. In the next paper, we will define defect 
groups of rr-blocks, block induction, and investigate analogs of Brauer’s 
main Theorems. 
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